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INTRODUCTION 
Ring means “not necessarily associative ring.” The general structure theory 
of nonassociative PI-rings (cf. [5, 8, 93) has been restricted by lack of a theorem 
permitting passage from fairly general classes of rings to central simple algebras 
of finite dimension. A natural attack on this problem would be to attempt to 
generalize Kaplansky’s theorem (every associative, primitive PI-algebra is 
central simple of finite dimension), but two difhculties immediately arise: 
(1) how do we suitably generalize “primitive” and (2) there exist nonassociative 
simple Jordan PI-algebras, with 1, of infinite dimension over their center. 
(Example: Any Jordan algebra of a symmetric bilinear form of an infinite- 
dimensional vector space; since every element is aIgebraic of degree < 2, we 
have the identity S&X,, X,X,, X,X,2), where S, denotes the “standard 
polynomial.” We shall discuss this example more closely later, in Section 2.) 
In this note, we bypass these difficulties by considering prime rings (i.e., the 
product of any two nonzero ideals is nonzero) and by restricting the class of 
PI-rings to “normal” PI-rings. The main tool is the “central closure” of a prime 
ring, developed by Erickson, Martindale, and Osborn El]. The general results 
enable us to obtain a structure theory of normal Jordan PI-rings which closely 
parallels the theory of associative PI-rings and alternative PI-rings (cf. 191). 
Throughout this paper R is a ring having centroid Z(R). 
1. EMBEDDING OF SEMIPRIME, NORMAL PI-RINGS 
A ring is semiprime if it has no nonzero ideal whose square is 0. We shall need 
Levitzki’s theorem, describing a semiprime ring as the subdirect product of its 
prime homomorphic images, for nonassociative rings. With no extra work, the 
original proof of Levitzki can be given in very general terms (using multiplicative 
lattice theory), of interest even for associative rings, so let us use the following 
general set-up: 
Following Bourbaki, define a mQgma to be a set T with multiplication. A 
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submagwta of T is a subset closed under the given multiplication; we are given a 
collection S of submagmas, closed under (infinite) intersections and satisfying 
Zorn’s property, i.e., the union of any chain of subsets of S lies in S. Members of 
S are called S-sets; an S-set A is prime if for all S-sets 1 and 23, properil 
containing A, we have B,B, g A. (Here BIB, denotes (b,b, ! hl E &I.) Semiprime 
is defined analogously, with 3, = B, . 
REPOSITION 1.1. With notation as above, a?ry semiprime S-set A is the 
i~t~sectio~ of prime S-sets. 
ProoJ As Levitzki’s. Given an element s in T, define 
(s) = f--j {B E S / A u is> L 
It sufices to prove, for each element x # A, there exists a prime S-set P, ) with 
x$-P, and ALP,. Let s, = x and, inductive!y, pick skAr in (s~)~ - A. 
Choose P, E S, maximal with respect to the two properties A C P, and 
P, n {sic I k >, l> = 0. P, exists by Zorn’s lemma and is clearly prime, proving 
the proposition. Q.E.D. 
thWLLARu 1.2. Any semiprime ring z’s the subdirect product oJprime rings. 
F%-oof~ 7’ake S = {ideals] and A = 0. 
Other classes of sets S of interest, in case T is a ring, are i’subrings,s’ “ideals 
closed under a given set of endomorphisms and involutions,” right ideals,” etc. 
The rest of this paper is concerned with rings satisfying polynomial identities. 
The most comprehensive treatment of identities of nonassociative rings can be 
found in [5]; we will be relying on results from [8] and, to a lesser extent> [9]” 
Fnr the remainder of this paper, assume Z(R) has the property tbat for any 
f~ Z(R) such that f(rly2) = 0 f or all rl , ~a in R, we have f = 0. (This is true, 
for example, if R is semiprime or if R2 = R.) Then Z(R) is commutative, and, 
with the natural operations, R is a Z(R)-algebra. If 1 E R then there is a canonical 
surjection. from the center of R to Z(R), g iven by left multiplication; this is an 
isomorphism when R is also prime (in which case, we identify Z(R) with the 
center of R). A ring R, 2 R is a central extension of 
Our polynomials will have their coefficients in Z(R). A polynomial is a1~~st 
multilineal if each indeterminate has degree < 1. (For example, X& - X1 is 
almost multilinear.) Almost multilinear polynomials are “stable” in the sense of 
18, Sect. lC], yielding 
PRo?osrTroN 1.3. Every almost m&linear identity of I? is an identity of euei-y 
central extens20n of R. 
Call two rings equivalent if their sets of identities are the same. It is well 
known that any ring which is torsion free over an infinite subring of its centroid-, 
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is equivalent to each of its central extensions. (This is because a Vandermonde 
argument shows that each homogeneous part of an identity is an identity.) We 
used “almost multilinear” in Proposition 1.3 above, to avoid conditions on the 
size of the centroid of R. A polynomial f(X, ,..., X,) is t-normal (t < m) if f 
is linear in X1 ,. . . , X, and alternates in X1 ,. .., X, (i.e., whenever I < i <.j < t, 
f vanishes if we put the same indeterminate in the place of both Xi and Xi). 
The study of normal polynomials has proved extremely powerful in the theory 
of associative rings (as evidenced in work of Amitsur, Bergman, Goldie, 
Razmyslov, and Rowen). Say a ring R is NPI (for normal polynomial identity) 
qf degree < t if every almost multilinear, (t + 1)-normal polynomial is an identity 
of R. If t is the smallest number such that R is NPI of degree < t, say R is NPI 
of degree t. 
The basic example motivating the definition is an algebra (over a commutative 
ring) of dimension ,( t, i.e., spanned as a module by t elements; this is easily 
seen to be NPI of degree < t, and in fact satisfies the “standard identty” 
S,,l(Xl ,..‘? X,+1) = c twd x,1 .‘. x4+1) > summed over all permutations v 
of (l,..., t + 1). 
Another example of an NPI ring is any associative semiprime PI-ring (which 
also satisfies a standard identity). Indeed, any associative semiprime ring 
satisfying a PI of degree m (say with coefficients &l) is NPI of degree <[m/212. 
Proof. If R is semiprime associative, satisfying a PI of degree m then R 
satisfies a multilinear identity of degree m. REX] is semiprimitive and is thus a 
subdirect product of central simple algebras of dimension <[m/2]” (by Kaplasky’s 
theorem); hence R[A] is NPI of degree <[m/212, so R is NPI of degree <[m/2]“. 
It is easy to check that the class of NPI-rings of degree < t is closed under 
taking homomorphic images, central extensions, direct products, and subrings. 
In particular, the theory of NH rings includes subrings of finite-dimensional 
algebras. The main result in this section is the converse, for semiprime rings: 
Every semiprime NPI ring of degree t is a subring of a semiprime algebra of 
dimension t (over a direct product of fields). 
The proof follows quite easily from the use of the central closztre of a prime 
ring, described in [l]. From now on, we denote the central closure of R as Ii’. 
Let us summarize some of the main properties of R’, given in [l]. If R = R 
then we say R is centrally closed. For all prime rings R, R’ is centrally closed and 
is a central extension of R. Z(R’) is a field, and every nonzero ideal of R’ inter- 
sects R nontrivially. (In particular, R’ is prime.) Every simple ring is centrally 
closed. By restating [l, Theorem 3.11 in terms of polynomials and being 
sufficiently generous in our use of indeterminates, we immediately have 
THEOREM A. Suppose R is prime and centrally closed, having elements a, , . . . , a, 
which are Z(R)-independent. Then, there exist almost multilinear poEywomials 
.fdXl >...> Xu), linear in Xu , andelementsxijinR,l \(i<t,l <j<u-1, 
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Use the notation of Theorem A, and let B = (al $..., a,>. For each h, 
i < k < i, we shall now build almost rn~lt~~inear polynomials ~~(X~ ,-.., Xma): 
for suitable mp >, kz, each linear in X1,..., X2 , such that: There exist elements 
with g,(tp, ,..., b, , yK,kil ,..., yic,,%,) = 0 fee all b, in B unIess bj = atj 
for all j, and gfi(a, ,~. ., a, , yk,lz+l ,..., yk,mk) # 0. This is done by induction on k. 
For k = 1, take gl(X, ,..., Xtt) = fr(X, ,,.., X, , X1). (Then g, “works” by 
Theorem A, withy 1,3+1 = xlj)* Inductively, let rk = g,(a, ,.. ., Q ) Y~,.~+~ ,. ..) yk,$ 
and let szL+l = fk+l(xlc+l,l ?..., xk+l,u--l, aktl). Since R is prime, we have 
(F~)(.s~-~) f 0. Thus, suitably changing g, and jks.y “ia polynomials jic and 
Jki-k with the same properties, we may assume rlcsL+r -+ 0 and form g,.., = 
jfkfXl ,. .., Xk , X,,, , X,,, ,..., X?n>fa+l(A7m+l , X,_, ,..., X&, where m is 
the degree of g, . It is clear that g,,, has the desired properties. 
Kow let g(X; ,..*> X,J = C(sg7r) gk(Xnr t...y Xwi , X.t,r p...) X;,J, summed 
over all permutations 77 of (I ,..., t). Then g is d-normal and almost rnu~t~~i~ear~ 
andg@, I-I.i at,yt,t+l ,..., yt,ml) =yt f 0. This proves the following improvement 
of [8, Proposition 4.41: 
~~E~~E~ 1.5. XfR is a~~~rne ~~~-~~n~ ~f~e~~ee t, z%bzen 2? has ~~rne~~~~~~ t as 
a~gebya mm its c~tr~'~~ 
F%oof Clear from Propositions I.3 and 1.4. 
Theorem 1.5 is the main tool for our further analysis, and implies the following 
embedding for semiprime rings: 
2. APPLICATIONS TO THE STRUCTURE OF JORDAY 
The results of this section apply to Jordan rings which are 2-torsion free; 
for simplicity we assume that J always denotes a Jordan ring with the element $-. 
Given an associative ring R, with 4, we let R+ denote the ordan ring, obtained 
under the Jordan product a + 6 = g(ab f bn>. Before applying the resu%t 
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discussed in Section 1, we would like to recall how far the PI-theory of Jordan 
rings can vary from the associative theory. A Jordan ring J is called a cenfral 
algebra if J is finite dimensional as an algebra over its center. Also, recall (by 
Shirshov and Cohn’s theorem) that an associative polynomialf(Xr , Xa) which is 
fixed under the action of interchanging X1 and Xs , can be “rewritten” in terms 
of the Jordan product (a * b = i(ab + bu)) to form a new polynomial f, say a 
Jordan algebra J satisjes the Jordan 24deAties of an associative ring R if, for 
every identity f(X, , X,) of R, f” is an identity of J. Let ~~~~} denote the ring 
of R x k matrices with entries in the integers. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Every Jordan algebra J of a symmetric bilinear form (cf. [3]), 
satisfies the Jordan 24dentities of M&l). 
Pro@. Letf(X, Y) b e an identity of M&Z!). It s&ices to prove thatf(a, 6) = 0 
for all a, b in J. But 1, a, and b, generate a Jordan algebra of a symmetric bilinear 
form of a 2-dimensional vector space, with basis a, b. Call this Jordan subalgebra 
j1 . By [3, Sect. 7.1, Theorems 1 and 21, there is an associative quaternion 
algebra T such that Jr C TT. But T clearly satisfies all identities of M,(Z) (seen 
by splitting if necessary), so f (a, b) = 0 in T. Hencef(a, b) = 0. Q.E.D. 
Given a quadratic form Q, we can obtain a symmetric bilinear form (and also 
the corresponding Jordan ring J); if Q is anisotropic then J is a Jordan division 
ring since for all elements a in J, a-l = Q(u)-Ia. If we take the field F generated 
by an infinite set of indeterminates (f$ / i E H} over Q, and let V be an infinite- 
dimensional vector space over F, with basis (ai j i E Z), we can define a bilinear 
form B with orthogonal basis (a,>, such that B(ai , ai) = & . The corresponding 
quadratic form Q is anisotropic, so we have an infinite-Dimensions central 
Jordan division algebra D, , satisfying the Jordan 2-identities of M,(Z). D, is 
also special [3, p. 2611 an a e d Ig b raic of degree 2. Smith [IO] proved that any 
algebraic, special Jordan division PI-ring is either finite dimensional or a Jordan 
algebra of a symmetric bilinear form. (Jacobson [3] has asked whether every 
Jordan division PI-ring is in one of these two classes.) 
The results presented here do not lie intrinsically in Jordan theory, but rely 
only on the facts about finite-dimensional Jordan algebras, collected below in 
Theorem B. Recall that a polynomial f is J-central if f is not an identity of J, 
and if f takes values only in the center of J. For each positive integer K, let 
g,, be Formanek’s polynomial which is M,(F)-central, for all fields F (cf. [2]), 
and write g, for g&X1 , X, ,..., Xa). 
THEOREM. B Let J be a ce;lztral Jordan algebra of finite-dimension d. 
(1) If J is prime then J is simple. 
(2) Every nit subring of J is nilpotent of index <2d. 
(3) Szlppose J is simple. For some t < d, & is J-c~t~u~ and & is an ~~t~~ 
of J for all k > t. (Irz pa~t~~~a~, Z(J) + 0, so 1 E J.) 
~~o~~ (1) This is immediate from Albert’s theorem [3, p. 2 
(2) This has been proved by Petersson [6], McCrimmon 
others. The argument of [3, pp. 195-1961 shows that any nil subring N of J is 
~~~~5~~~~‘ Let F = Z(J). Then NF is a oilpo~~~t algebra of j’* Define ~nd~~t~ve~y 
(~~)~ r= ~~~((~~~-l). Since (~~)~ = 0 f or some k, wie must have (~~~~ C (1~~~ 
for each i. Pn particular (NFY has dimension <d -+ B. - i: so (~~~)~~~ = 
y the argument in [3, Corollary i, p. 19.51, any pro&xX in 1VF of length IF is 
(3) Bf J is th e or an algebra of a symmetric bilinear form then, by J d 
[‘7> Theorem lJ, fs is j-central and, by Proposition 2.1, ii is an identity of ,Y for 
aBL i > 2. Otherwise, this is [7, Theorem 2] (~odi~e~~ to 
Proof. Let .N be a nil subring of J- By Theorem 1.6, 1 C rrJ,‘, each 3;ir of 
dimension <.t over a field. Hence, viewed in this productL, each component of iV 
is nilpotent of index <2$ (by Theorems B(l), B(2)), so N is nilpotent of index 
<< Y. Q.E. 
For any ring R and any multiplicative subset S of Z(R), we can localize 
(as ~~~)-module) at S, with the natural rn~~t~~l~c~~~o~~ this is a ring R, whlc 
satisfies all the identities of R (same proof as [8, Theorem 2.l]). If R is torsion 
free as ~(~)-rnod~~e then Zi C Rps f so R is equivalent to Pt, . in this case, for 
s ‘I Z(R) - (cl), we call R, th e ring uf centd attends of R. %Ve shall use the 
obvious fact that a prime ring R with nonzero center is torsion free as Z( 
le. Given a ring R, Iet .&?[A] denote the ring of ~aly~o~~a~s with coedficients 
i.e., Ii @* Z[AJ. 
Pm$ Let T = (J[A]). By Theorem 1.5, T’ has dimension ,<d over its 
centroid and is thus simple, by Theorem B(l). Therefore, by Theorem B(3), T 
has il central pohjnomial gt . But Z( T) is infinite, ~~~~~~n~ T and T’ are equivalent. 
In particular, T has nonzero center. Let Tr be the ring of central quotients of T. 
TX is equivalent to T (and thus to T’) and 1 E T, . Hence by [8, remark 4.1% and 
Theorem 4.133, every nonzero ideal of TI intersects the center ~ontr~v~a~~y. It 
follows easily that every non2ero ideal of T intersects the center ~o~~r~v~a~~y” 
eat, letting Z be the center of J, we see that Z[hj is the center of TS Hence, for 
any nonzero idea3 A of 9; -4[X] R Z[;il + 0, jmplying A n Z f 0. fn partidar 
z + 0. 
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Let Jo be the ring of centraf quotients of J. I0 is simpk with 1, and clearly Jo is 
NPI of degree d, so J,, has dimension d (over its center). Since J and Jo are 
equivalent we are done by Theorem B(3). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Every semiprime NPI jordan ring J has a central polynomial. 
Proof. Clearly & is J-central, where u = max{t j gf is central for a prime 
homomorphic image of J>. 
At this point, we can sail through the “central polynomial” theory. 
THEOREM 2.5. Every non.xeYo ideal of a semiprime NPI Jordan ring intersects 
the center nontrivially. 
Proof. Let J be semiprime NPI Jordan, a subdirect product of prime NPI 
rings J, , each of which has a simple ring of central quotients i?, . Let A be an 
ideal of J, and let A, be the canonical image of A in J, C T, . A,,Z( T,) is an ideal 
of T, and is thus 0 or T,, . Let ZI = max{t / !I is A,Z(T,)-central}. Since A # 0, 
u 2 1 and there exist a, , a, with 0 # &al, as) E A n Cent(J). Q.E.D. 
Let Jac(R) denote the largest maximal quasi-regular ideal (cf. [S, $3b]). 
COROLLARY 2.6. Every semiprime NPI Jordan ring has no nonzero nil ideals. 
COROLLARY 2.7. If J is s~~~irne NPI Jordan then Jac(-&4]) = 0. 
Proof. Let 2 = Z(j). 2 n Jac J[h] is a quasi-regular ideal of Z(j[X]) = Z[X]. 
Since 2[,4] is associative, a famous theorem of Amitsur says. Jac(Z[A]) = 0. 
Therefore 2 n Jac J[X] = 0, implying, by Theorem 2.5, Jac J[h] = 0. Q.E.D. 
Note added i3n proof. In [ll], Tsai gives another structural decomposition of Jordan 
rings. Using the usual notation, write AUs for {au, 1 a E A, b E B) and call a Jordan ring 
J T-prime if for all nonzero ideals A, B of J, we have AUn # 0. T-semiprime is defined 
analogously for A = B. (Tsai uses the terms “prime” and “Q-semisimple,” respectively.) 
The referee has suggested comparing Tsai’s definitions to the definitions of prime and 
semiprime in this paper. We shall do this in a series of remarks: 
(1) If AB = 0 for ideals A, B of J, then for all Q in A, b in 3, au, = Zafab) - a% = 0. 
It follows immediately that any T-prime (resp. T-semiprime) Jordan ring is prime (req. 
semiprime). 
(2) Any semiprime NPI Jordan ring is T-semiprime. Indeed, by CoroIlary 2.6, 
a semiprime NF’I Jordan ring has no nil ideals, so ill, Corollary to Theorem 71 applies. 
(3) Any prime NPI Jordan ring J is T-prime. Indeed, suppose J has center Z, 
and AUR = 0 for ideals A, B of J. This implies a% = 0 for all a in A n Z, all b in 
B n Z. But .Z is a domain, so Z n A = 0 or Z n B = 0. By Theorem 2.5, A = 0 or 
B = 0. 
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